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The virtual TCS London Marathon gives you the freedom to take on 26.2 miles
(42.2km) your way, on the route of your choice, at any time from 00:00 to 23:59:59
BST on Sunday 2 October 2022 – the same day as the mass event in London. As
long as you start and finish within the official event period (00:00 to 23:59:59 BST
on 2 October) you can break your virtual marathon down into as many sessions as
you like by using the pause functionality on your tracking device. Your official result
will be based on your total elapsed time. You can do it with friends or on your own,
from home or away, in stages or all at once – it’s up to you!

 

 



Principal, Nosabatha Lukubeni started her educare in her own home with 10 children. The need in her
community continues to grow and she now has 30 youngsters, with many more wanting to join. They are
quickly outgrowing their current shack structure and a new safe space will allow Nosabatha the
opportunity to offer a safe and comfortable environment for the children. All 30 children and teachers are
using one shack for the pre-school classroom, kitchen and one small toilet. It is not hygienic or safe for
them to continue in this space. A new, safe classroom and separate kitchen and toilet will also bring them
closer to being eligible for a government subsidy. By running the virtual London Marathon and with your
donations, we hope to provide Kuhleke-Inathi-Mbale Educare with safe classrooms and hygienic kitchen
and toilet facilities. Let’s give these children a safe and nurturing environment to grow and learn in.

REGISTER HERE

www.breadlineafrica.orgwww.southafricanchamber.co.uk    

Breadline Africa, one of the biggest suppliers of converted shipping containers for poverty relief
in Southern Africa, has provided more than 865 infrastructure units to poverty-stricken
communities since its establishment in 1993.The South African based non-profit organisation
believes that every child has the capacity to do something phenomenal with his or her life. The
renovated containers and prefabricated units are used as kitchens, classrooms and toilets at
early childhood development centres (pre-schools), and as feeding kitchens and libraries at
primary school.Their goal is to place 1,000 infrastructure units by 2023 impacting more than
250,000 children.

Background on Breadline Africa

KUHLEKE-INATHI-MBALE EDUCARE NEEDS OUR HELP

SECURE YOUR PLACE ON THE TEAM 
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